The present paper contains some results about the classical multiplicative functions <t>(n), a(n) and also about general additive and multiplicative functions.
(1) It is well known that n/<fi(n) and cr(n)/n have a distribution function.
1 Denote these functions by f\{x) and f% (x). (fi(x) denotes the density of integers for which n/<t>{n) ^x.) It is known that both fi (x) and fï(x) are strictly incrtasing and purely singular. 1 We propose to investigate fi(x) and ƒ2(x); we shall give details only in case of fi(x). First we prove the following theorem. THEOREM 
We have for every e and sufficiently large x (1) exp (-exp [(1 + e)ax]) < 1 -fi(x) < exp (-exp [(1 -e)ax])
where a = exp ( -7), y Euler's constant.
We shall prove a stronger result. Put Ar-TJj-iPu p% consecutive primes. Define Ak by Ak/<t> (Ak) ^x>Ak-i/(t>(Ak-i) .
Then we have (2) \/Ak< 1 -fi(x) <1/AT\
First of all it is easy to see that Theorem 1 follows from (2), since from the prime number theorem we easily obtain that log log A k = (l+o(l))ax, which shows that (1) follows from (2). (2) means that the density of integers with <f>(n)^(l/x)n is between 1/Ak and l/Ak 1 "'. We evidently have for every w = 0 (mod Ak), n/<i>{n)^x, which proves 1/Ak S 1 -/i(*).
To get rid of the equality sign, it will be sufficient to observe that there exist integers u with u/<j)(u) ^x, (w, Ak) = 1, and that the density of the integers n^O (mod u), n^O (mod Ak) is positive. This proves the first part of (2). The proof of the second part will be much harder. We split the integers satisfying n/<l>(ri)^x into two classes. In the first class are the integers which have more than [(1 -€i) 
The prime indicates that the product is extended over the p>Bp h . The first inequality follows from the definition of Ak, and from the fact that n is of the second class, the second inequality follows from the prime number theorem. Thus we have (4) Z'-> "'
p\n P logpk
Denote now by J% the interval (B'pk, B t+l pk), t~l, 2, • • • . It follows from (4) that for every integer of the second class there exists some t such that (s) E*->d-
where in E* the summation is extended over the primes in J t . Thus for some t> n must divide more than
primes in J t . The density of the integers satisfying (6), that is, the density of the integers of the second class, is less than 
I/AT < i -Mx) <I/A]~\
We omit the proof since it is very similar to that of Theorem 1.
We prove only the first statement since the proof of the second is essentially the same. Let n be an integer with n/<f>(n) ^ 1 + €. Clearly n does not divide any prime p < (1 -(1 + e)* 1 )
Denote by /* the interval
If an integer w^O (mod pi), / >»• <(1 -(1 + €)"~1)"' 1 , does not satisfy n/(t>(n)^l+~€ t then a simple computation shows that for some t it must have at least / prime factors in J t . Thus the number of these integers does not exceed
loge"" 1 t-l\pinJ t p/ / which together with (8) proves Theorem 3. It follows from Theorem 3 that ƒ/ (1) = <x>. It would be easy to show that ƒ/ {n/<j>(n)) = oo for every n.
Denote by fi a and ƒ2 0 the distribution functions of nfl ) " and £-, «>0.
We omit the proof since it is very similar to that of Theorem 3.
Let us denote by F a (x), a>0, the distribution function of np|»(l-l/log*«)-l ,a>0.
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that is, F{ (1) =&. Also FJ (1) =0 for a<\and F{ (1) = <*> jfor <*> 1.
We do not give the details of the proof since it would be long and similar to that of Theorem 3. We just make the following remarks: If n satisfies E--^i + * Pin lOg p then n does not divide any prime ^^exp(l/e). Thus F{(l + e) g(l+0(l))ae. But here (unlike in Theorem 3) we have Fi(l + e) = (l+tf(l))6, b<a. We obtain analogous results if we consider the additive function ]T)PI» 1/log p. It is possible that F{ (x) exists for every 1 ^#, but this we can not prove.
(2) The following results are well known:
The density of integers for which <r(n+l)/(n+l) >a(n)/n is 1/2, also the density of integers for which <t>(n+l)/(n+l)>(j>(n)/n is 1/2.
2
Now we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 6. Let g(n)/\og log log n-» oo. Then we have
number of integers m in (n, n+g(n)) which satisfy ct>(m+l)/(m + l)><l>(m)/m equals (l+o(l))g(n)/2. (iii) The number of integers m in (n, n+g(n)) which satisfy m/4>(m)^c equals (l+o(l))g(n)fi(c). In other words the distribution function of <i>(m)/m in (n, n+g(n)) is the same as the distribution f unction of(/>(m)/m.
All these results are best possible; they become false if for infinitely many n } g(n) <c log log log n.
We prove only (i); the proof of (ii) and (iii) are similar. Let A=A(n) tend to infinity sufficiently slowly. Put The prime indicates that p^A f the two primes that p>A. We evidently have
where the three primes indicate that the prime factors of d are not greater than A, and {g(n)/d) denotes the number of multiples of d in (n, n+g(n) ). Now we show that for sufficiently large A the number of integers in (n, n+g(n)) which satisfy
). It will be sufficient to show that
(11) II A(») >(l-i,)a(»)
m for every rj>0, the product over m runs in (n, n-\-g(n)). We evidently have
where, in Hi, A <p^g(n), and inH 2 , p runs through the prime factors greater than g(n) of n(n+l) • • • (n+g(n) Hence usingg(n)/log log log n -» 00, we obtain by a simple calculation that
IL > (i -v*) oin)
which proves (11) and therefore (10). From (9) and (10) we obtain by a simple argument that From (9) we have tfW) 0( w ) 6 / log log log n\ 
(i) Z --tt+ *(!)) T ft(*).
(ii) Let #2(w)/log log log w->oo. TAe number of integers m in (n, n-\-g 2 (n)) which satisfy <r(n+l)/(n+l)><r(n)/n equals (1+0(1)) •g(»)/2.
(iii) The number of integers m in (n t n+g(n)) which satisfy <r(m)/m <c equals (1+0(1)) gin) fa(c).* All these results are best possible.
We omit the proof of Theorem 7, since it is similar to that of Theorem 6. We must allow gx(n)/\og log n-»oo, since it is well known that for somem^n,<r(m)>cloglogn (forexample, m =JJ p <(i 0 «n)/2P)> Letf(n) ^ 1 and F(n) è 1 be multiplicative functions with
< °° and 2L, < oo. 
A. m*-n n m-1
The proof is quite trivial ; it is similar to that of (9). It can be shown that lim (l/»)Z£-i/(m) and lim (l/njZXi^O») exist.
Denote by V(n) the number of prime factors of n and by d(n) the number of divisors of n. We can prove analogs to Theorem 6 for these functions. But the results are very unsatisfactory since for v(n) we have to choose g(n) =w 6/lo * lo * n and for d(n), g(n) =w c for some suitable c. These results are probably very far from best possible.
(3) Let n^p^pz"* • • • pk ak , pi« l <p2 a *< • • • <pk a K Put (pi**)** =*pi« i+l . We prove the following theorem. THEOREM 9. Let 1 <x t then for almost all n the number of b's greater than x equals x" 1 log log n + o(log log n). REMARK. We immediately obtain that every interval (x, x+e) contains (1+0 (1)) (e/x(x+€)) log log n b's.
We are going to give only an outline of the proof. First of all we can assume that all the a's are 1, since for large r the number of integers not greater than n for which r or more of the a's is greater than 1 is less than ew, since the number of these integers is clearly less than (?#/ r\ < m.
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Denote by F(n) the number of prime factors p of n such that no prime q in (p } p x ) divides n. F(n) is thus the number of Vs not less than x. We have
We now give a sketch of the proof. Clearly
i>(») -E/»(») m*»l p
where/ p (n) denotes the number of integers rn^n, with w = 0 (mod £) and m^O (mod g), p<q<p x . It is easy to see that for p <n*
m-l p^r» 6 ƒ># n«<p<n P log log » = (i + 0 (i)) X which proves (14). Now we have to show that F(m) = (1 + *(1))(log log»)/* for almost all m^n. We use Turân's method. 6 We have
We omit the proof of (IS), it is similar to the proof of (14). Thus
which proves Theorem 9.
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THEOREM 10. For almost all n we have
) log log n log log log n. We omit the proofs of Theorems 10 and 11. They are similar to that of Theorem 9.
For some time I have not been able to decide the following question: Is it true that almost all integers n have divisors d\ and d^ such that di<d 2 < 2di.
(4) Let ƒ(n) be an additive function which has a distribution function. Then it is well known that Put g(n) -exp(2cf(n)), g(n) is multiplicative and clearly has a distribution function. Define ƒ*(») = X f(P)> **(») = exp (2cfu(n)).
p\n,p£k
For sake of simplicity we assume that f(p a ) =ƒ(/>). It is well known that the distribution function F k (x) of fk(n) converges to F(x), thus the distribution function Gk(x) of gh{x) converges to G{x) (G(x) is the distribution function of g (x)). Suppose now that Theorem 12 is false, then there exists a constant c and infinitely many x r with x r -> oo and
Therefore for any r there exists a k so large that On the other hand E «»(«) = Ê n «*<» = Ê n (i + («M -1)).
From the fact that g(w) has a distribution function and that f(p a ) is bounded, it easily follows that (we shall give the details in the proof of Theorem 13)
which contradicts (17), and this contradiction establishes the theorem.
It is easy to see that Theorem 12 is best possible. Let <j>{x) tend to infinity arbitrarily slowly; then there exists an additive function f(n) such that its distribution function F(x) satisfies F(xi) <1-exp( -<t>(xi)Xi) for an infinite sequence Xi with x%-»oo. We omit the proof. which shows that ƒ (w), and therefore g(n), has a distribution function. Thus (18) is necessary, which completes the proof of Theorem 13. These results suggest that if g(n) is multiplicative, satisfies (18), |g(p a )\ <c, then g(n) has a mean value, that is, lim(l/a02n-i/M exists. I have not yet been able to prove this.
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